Rocket energy rock finally hits the tube

Friday night (March 29), The Mutts will be back in town. If you don’t get a chance to see them live and direct, you can view them on the tube.

That’s right, the much awaited “Starsearch 91” program featuring our local boy-fried dogs will be shown on KGON-TV, that’s channel 9 here, at 4 p.m., Saturday (March 30).

In case you just crawled out of Biosphere I and haven’t heard of The Mutts, they are, individually, Hunter Bener, drums; Gail Biles, bass, and Chris Dracup, guitar and vocals.

They have been together for about nine years, starting in Taos as teen-agers. They now live in Albuquerque. They have two albums out and have opened for numerous big-name acts. All their music is original and can only be called rocket-energy rock.

Personally, I am going to tape the program and save it for those nights when I want to introduce ignorant friends to this great band.

Whatever happens, I know everyone who has followed them wishes them good luck.

... I know that many of you have seen the boose collection behind the bar at the Chili Connection. Owner Richard Vick claims to have one of the best bars in the state and has probably, bar none, the finest selection of cognacs. I believe him.
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ACROSS

1 Sew loosely
3 Gyrate
4 Vocal
13 Choir member
19 Russian
23 Norwegian
29 Amaurosis’s daughter
31 Biscuit
32 Cross
33 Supply new
34 Lowest high
35 Bitter
40 Designer
44 Candlemaker becomes mystery writer
45 Deck down
31 Sigma
33 Manage here
34 Attention getter
34 Unit of heat measure
35 Check nun
36 Racket, U.S.A.
38 Give the once
38 Drastic
40 Inhume
danger
42 Fuseless
43 Becomes landscape
45 Curious
46 Actor’s Ball
47 Seated
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Across

97 Palace official name of fame
98 Railroad
99 Literature
100 At the summit
101 Acquiesce
102 Persuasive
103 Tandem
104 Otherwise
105 Opposite
106 Kind of china
107 “Talking”
109 Rugged novel
110 Glimmer
111 Creek becomes singer
112 Composer
113 Essay
114 Friendship
115 Author
116 Editor
117 Stacker
118 Jackson
120 Alphabet
121 Calendar abbr.
122 Gnat’s hide, E.
123 Nash
125 Mountain mint
127 Actor Baldwin
128 Calendar abbr.
129 Little river
130 Mannered
131 Arrow maker becomes aerospace scientist
132 Laboratory material
133 Unhappiness
134 Marmalade
137 Sepia
138 Long—of the N.R.A.
139 Let’s catch the form
140 Snowy mountain
141 The core
142 Ocean’s game
143 Catch game
144 River to the Bake

Down

1 Vt., granite
2 Location
3 Location
4 Time period
5 Ranch worker becomes becomes
6 Soldier
7 Finder
8 Site of Canyon
9 Call wire
10 Cordial
11 French
12 Greek, general in law of Naples
13 “The point, a”
14 Cocaine film
15 Pig’s book
16 Hurden’s underground
17 Whisky
18 River to the Bake
19 “With
20 Low,” Potter
22 Cultural
23 Lшед
24 Nose
25 Rant again
26 Indian prance
27 “Great
28 Island off the Pacific
29 Plasmic
30 Experiment
31 “With
32 Chinese
33 Landscape
34 Western local-color writer
35 Director
36 Cupbearer of the gods
37 Kent’s girlfriend
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